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WHAT to Eat, Part Three 

 
Carey:  

Hi everyone, and welcome back, we’re here talking about seven ways to 
balance blood sugar, and we’re continuing that. So to recap, we’ve 
talked about drinking more water, evaluating protein sources, in our last 
video we talked about adding healthy fats, and now we want to 
continue on with the fourth way to balance blood sugar, which is eating 
more instead of less. You might think, “What? I don’t understand!” So I’ll 
explain that to you here in just a moment. 
 
Let's start out with an essential nutrition principle.  One of the main 
principles of the essential nutrition philosophy, is that counting 
chemicals trumps counting calories.  I don’t know about y’all, but I’ve 
been on every diet known to man, and I have weighed, I have measured, 
I have counted points, I have counted carbs, I have counted fat grams, I 
have counted everything.  And what I have learned through all of it is, 
forget counting!  Forget tracking points, and tracking calories, and 
focus on reducing chemical count. 
 
So we’re going to focus on reducing chemical count, because increasing 
food quality is the key to improving health. And so if you’re increasing 
food quality, this could potentially feel complex, but how do you do 
that? What’s high quality? What’s not? So I wanted to give you a way to 
understand the difference between high quality food and low quality 
food at a glance. 
 
So the difference between high quality food and low quality food, you 
can think about it as a spectrum.  So the line at the bottom of this slide 
is a spectrum.  On one side of the spectrum we have the most 
processed food ever, like the Twinkie—and then on the totally opposite 
side of the spectrum, we have the least processed food ever, which 
would be like, locally grown, seasonally grown, and your neighbor 
farmer Jane’s organic farm.  And, the goal that we’re aiming for, 
because let's face it, as much as we’d all like to eat locally and 
seasonally grown food from our neighbor Jane’s organic farm, it’s not 
always possible.  And so our goal is to always do the best we can to get 
closer to farmer Jane.  Like I said, we’re not always going to get there 
all the time, but as long as we’re going to get closer to it with every 
food choice, we’re doing great.  And the thing that’s really helpful about 
this when working with your clients is, you don’t have to worry about 
moving your client—if your client is eating the most processed diet ever, 
they’re on the one end of the spectrum eating very low-quality food, 
you just want to move them one step at the time along the spectrum to 
the least processed foods.  And you can allow that to be a journey, you 
can let the client take that time in the journey because any time you 
have them eating a food that’s less processed than the Twinkie, you’re 
doing well and they’re doing well.  So we can release the pressure that 
we always have to be eating this completely perfect, completely clean 
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diet, and it has to be that way, or we’re going to die!  I mean, here is a 
newsflash—we’re all going to die anyway!  That’s happening and we 
can't prevent it, so what we want to do is not stress ourselves out like 
crazy, we just always want to be reaching for the highest quality that 
we can. 
 
So let's look at some examples of how, even when we’re eating 
processed foods, how we can help ourselves and help our clients 
choose a higher quality of food instead of a lower quality.  So let's look 
at some examples and compare ingredients.  So let’s look at breakfast 
sausage for example.  We’ll look at Jimmy Dean Original Premium Pork 
Sausage Patties.  So when you’re looking at food labels, and we’ll have 
some materials to help you with this, the most important thing to do is 
to look at the ingredient list.  The ingredient list is the key to 
understanding if you're eating a higher quality food or a lower quality 
food.  Because the ingredient list is going to tell you how much more 
processed, how many more chemicals are in the food.  So, in Jimmy 
Dean Premium Original Pork Sausage Patties, there is, pork, water, and 
then it contains 2% or less of sodium lactate, salt, sugar, monosodium 
glutamate, natural flavorings, BHA, BHT, and Citric Acid. 
 
So let's talk about what some of those ingredients are.  For those who 
are food-additive geeks and want to learn everything about food 
additives, you can check out books like, A Consumer’s Dictionary of 
Food Additives, it can be really useful.  But ultimately if you’re not that 
geeky, you just want to know the bottom line, if you see a lot of 
chemically-looking things that don’t look right, you’re right!  So let's just 
talk about this.  So, Sodium Lactate is a preservative, an acidity 
regulator and a bulking agent.  Monosodium glutamate is a flavor-
enhancer, commonly added to Chinese food, canned vegetables, 
processes meats, and soups. The FDA has labeled it as generally 
recognized as safe, but it requires that monosodium glutamate be 
labeled on food labels because people do have physical reactions to it.  
“Natural flavorings”, so there are all kinds of things that can be going on 
in “natural flavorings.”  It can be very confusing to figure out what they 
actually are. BHA and BHT are used as preservatives that are used in 
products containing fats and oils.  What’s interesting about BHA and 
BHT, is that the WHO and the EPA have actually labeled these as 
potential carcinogens—and yet they’re in food?  Citric acid is a flavoring 
and settling agent that you’ll actually see in tons of processed foods. 
Okay, so that’s what’s in a Jimmy Dean Premium Original Pork Sausage 
Patties. 
 
Let’s take a look at Applegate Farms Natural Chicken and Sage 
Breakfast Sausage. So that contains, chicken, water, and less than 2% of 
sugar, salt, spices and sage.  So, if you were to compare these two and 
put them on the spectrum, if we were to go back to Farmer Jane’s 
spectrum, they’re both processed foods, they’re in a freezer, they were 
made by a manufacturer, but if you’re following the guideline of trying 
to get closer to Farmer Jane, and the less processing and less 
ingredients, then which one would you say is “Better”?  Well, it’s looking 
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like the Applegate farms is the better choice because there are fewer 
chemicals, fewer preservatives.  So, even though you’re eating 
processed foods in both cases, you're closer to the end of the spectrum 
you want to be when you’re choosing Applegate Farms. 
 
Let's look at another example. Pringles Original Flavor Potato Chips, 
dried potatoes, vegetable oil, which would be one or more of corn oil, 
cottonseed oil, soybean oil, sunflower oil, which you may recall from our 
last lesson on fats, that those are the ones that are most likely to be 
GMO—genetically modified. Also includes rice flower, wheat starch, 
maltodextrin, mono and diglycerides, salt, and dextrose. Now again, if 
you’d like to geek out on food additives, check out A Consumer’s 
Dictionary of Food Additives you can get it on Amazon, or at a local 
bookstore. But let's just, with getting geeked out on the science behind 
food additives, just from a common sense perspective, let's compare 
  
Pringles to Kettle Brand Potato Chips, the sea salt flavor.  Now in Kettle 
Brand, you have non-GMO project verified potatoes, safflower, 
sunflower and/or canola oil, all non GMO, and sea salt. So instead of 
let’s see, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight ingredients for a 
potato chip, you have three ingredients for a potato chip—and you 
know that those ingredients were not genetically modified. So if you’re 
going to have potato chips, and you’re going to follow the guideline of 
trying to eat closer to Farmer Jane’s organic farm, and having less 
processing and a shorter ingredient list, then the Kettle Brand potato 
chips are the better choice. 
 
The nice thing about this is when you’re working with clients, people 
still want to eat delicious foods that they love, so, we just want to help 
them find, what is the highest quality version of the delicious food that 
you love and get that?  So if you’re doing nothing but helping your 
client move from Pringles to Kettle Brand potato chips, you’ve done 
well. 
 
You’re helping your client get healthier. And that might seem crazy, but 
especially for the client who is like, completely addicted to potato chips 
and literally would fall down and cry if they couldn’t eat potato chips, 
this is how you can help them increase the quality without having to 
have them confront it until they’re ready to let go of potato chips. One 
of the things you’ll notice about clients, I remember I had a client come 
to me and say, “I’m so excited to work with you, but I’m just telling you 
right now, I’m never going to stop drinking coffee.” And I said, “Well, 
okay, no problem, you don’t have to.” And she said, “Okay good.” And 
then you know, I think it was six weeks into our work together, what did 
she come and say to me? “Oh, I stopped drinking coffee.” I was like, 
“Oh, you did?” She said, “Ya, I just didn’t want it anymore.” Okay. And it 
was no big deal. If I had pushed her and said, “You have to stop drinking 
coffee! It’s terrible for you!” She would have rebelled and said, “No! 
I’ve been drinking coffee forever!”  She just ended up letting coffee go. 
We’ll talk more about that phenomenon in a second, but first, let's 
compare one more ingredient list. 
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So let’s look at Fruit Loops cereal, oh my god, as I was looking at this, I 
just was like, I can't even believe what I’m reading! So here is the 
ingredients list for Fruit Loops cereal that we are feeding our children. 
Sugar is the first ingredient, which of course, ingredients are listed in 
order of quantity, you have a handout in your Member’s Area with this 
video called, “How to Read Food Labels”. And one of the things you’ll 
see on that handout is that the order of ingredients that are listed, it’s 
the most ingredient is listed first, and then so on down the line. So in 
Fruit Loops, sugar is the highest amount of ingredient in the product. 
Lovely. So, sugar, whole grain corn flour, we don’t know—it does not 
label non-GMO, so it probably is GMO, wheat flour, whole grain oat 
flour, oat fiber, soluble corn fiber, partially hydrogenated vegetable oil, 
which you know is a trans-fat, it’s not safe for anyone to eat in any 
amount, salt, sodium ascorbate and ascorbic acid, Niacinimide, reduced 
iron, natural orange, lemon, cherry, raspberry, blueberry, lime, and other 
natural flavors, red #40, blue #2, turmeric color, yellow #6, zinc oxide, I 
don’t even know if I’m saying this correctly, annatto color, blue #1 and 
then added vitamins—because we might as well put some vitamins in!—
and then of course BHT, that lovely carcinogenic preservative.  And this 
is what we’re feeding children.  How wonderful! 
 
Let's compare that to Nature’s Path Pumpkin Flax Plus Granola. So, this, 
this ingredient list is very different. Organic rolled oats, organic 
evaporated cane juice, which is another word for sugar, but it is organic 
vs. if this sugar was not organic it likely would be GMO—genetically 
modified, organic non-GMO soy oil, organic brown flour, organic 
pumpkin seeds, organic flax seeds, organic oat syrup solids, sea salt, 
organic molasses, and organic cinnamon. Now, this cereal still has—I 
think it was 10g of sugar preserving, it’s still a processed food, it’s not a 
cooked, whole grain that you made in your kitchen and soaked grains, 
and cooked—it’s not like, the sort of purest, cleanest form of grain food 
for breakfast—but it’s a hell of a lot better than fruit loops. 
 
So again, you want to think about stair stepping your way up in quality. 
And this for many people is a huge step up.  And then maybe eventually 
they start just eating steel cut oats, or gluten free oats, or some kind of 
grain cereal for breakfast.  Or maybe they don’t have grains at all and 
instead they have like, eggs and kale, who knows.  But people can only 
go one step at a time, and as long as they’re moving closer to Farmer 
Jane’s organic farm, and less processing, the better that they’re doing.  
So here are some tips to find these higher quality foods when you’re 
grocery shopping.  You’ll want to keep this for yourself and for your 
clients, you want to keep this so simple, because otherwise it can feel so 
daunting and so overwhelming, and so kind of frankly, depressing, when 
you learn this stuff and you go into a regular grocery store, and you 
start reading ingredient labels and you’re like “Oh my god!  There is so 
much, there are so many chemicals in everything! What can I eat?”  And 
it can become really challenging.  So you want to keep the guidelines 
for your clients really simple.  And here are three really quick tips: 
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Find labels with the fewest ingredients—so simple!  Again, when it 
comes to reading a nutrition label, the ingredient list is what matters. 
You don’t really necessarily have to worry about the fat grams and this 
and that.  Check the ingredient list first. 
 
Buy organic when possible, and buy non-GMO when possible.  Now, 
some of you and some of your clients may say like, “Oh, well organic? 
 
Isn’t that more expensive?” Ultimately, it depends. It depends on what it 
is that you’re buying. You may or may not spend more on organics. But 
whether you spend more on organic food or not, you’re paying one way 
or another. You’re either paying at the doctor’s office or the pharmacy, 
or you’re paying at the grocery store. I think people feel like somehow 
they think they’re getting away with something when they’re spending 
less on food, but they are paying in another way. 
 
Okay, so, an essential nutrition tip we’ve already discussed, that the 
food label, and the ingredient list is more important for health than the 
calorie or fat-gram count. And when you eat more high-quality real 
food, the low quality food, the processed, low quality food naturally 
begins to fall away. So you remember me telling you about my client 
who came to me saying, “I’m never not drinking coffee again!” And then 
six weeks later was like, “Oh, I stopped drinking coffee!” 
  
Because I had her eat higher quality real food, and drink more water. 
 
And I, I think I switched her to green tea.  And when you focus on the 
high quality real food, then the processed, low quality food naturally 
begins to fall away for people.  That’s why eat more and not less will 
actually help you balance blood sugar when you eat more high quality 
foods and you eat less low quality foods. 
 
So again, let's just check back in on this, so how do you know again 
which foods are the highest quality and therefore the healthiest? Well, 
we’re going to give you at the end of this—well, it’s actually next to the 
videos, the “What to Eat Cheat Sheet” and it’s a high quality foods 
cheat sheet. It’s just basically lays out for you what are the highest 
quality foods in every sort of category of food. So you don’t have to 
figure it out, it’s written there for you. But I also want to show you how 
to think about determining which foods are healthiest. Because yes, we 
can give you all the “answers” but as nutrition changes and as food 
changes, you want to understand, “Well, how do I think about which 
foods are healthiest? What are the frameworks that I want to hold as I'm 
trying to determine what’s healthy for me and what’s not?” 
 
So far, the frameworks that you know are the Farmer Jane food 
spectrum, that we’re always moving toward the least processed food 
possible, and that is increasing the quality of food step by step. You 
already know that you’re looking for labels with the fewest ingredients, 
you already know that you’re looking to buy organic and non-GMO. 
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Now here is another framework that you want to keep in mind when it 
comes to healthy food. That protein, fat, and fiber slow the absorption 
of sugar. Therefore, they help you keep blood sugar stable. Why is this 
important? Well, you already know that blood sugar, stable blood sugar 
is the number on needle mover in health for most of us. So it’s 
important, because you want to for yourself and for your clients, bring a 
combination of protein, fat and fiber into each meal and snack. So, 
there’s, we talked about the quality of food here, with Farmer Jane, and 
labels, and buying organic, and GMO-free, we’re talking about the 
quality of food. 
  
Now, in this framework we’re talking about the combination of food, 
and how combinations of certain macronutrients and certain foods can 
help balance blood sugar. 
 
So you want to look at having protein, fat, and fiber in each meal and 
snack, especially if you’re going to have caffeine, or if you’re going to 
have sugar.  Why?  Because protein, fat and fiber will slow the 
absorption of the sugar and the caffeine, and therefore, you’re less likely 
to go on the dreaded blood sugar roller-coaster, which you already 
know causes a great deal of stress in the body, is not at all good for 
you, and creates terrible cravings. 
 
Now, let's look at some examples of meals that incorporate this 
concept, so you can start to get a better idea of what we’re talking 
about here. 
 
So, we want to look at two different kinds of breakfast and figure out 
which breakfast is going to send us on a roller coaster, and which 
breakfast is going to stabilize and energize us.  The first example is a 
breakfast of coffee and a muffin.  So, in this breakfast you have caffeine 
in the coffee, and then you have a muffin which you know is a simple 
carbohydrate.  It’s a, it’s a grain that’s been processed into a muffin with 
sugar added—so it was at one point a complex carb, but now it is a 
simple carb.  And there is almost no protein and fat, and very little fiber 
in this breakfast.  So is it likely that this breakfast is going to send you 
on a blood sugar rollercoaster, or is it going to energize you?  It’s 
probably going to send you on the blood sugar rollercoaster, because 
there is no protein, there is no fat, and there is very little fiber to slow 
down the absorption of that caffeine and that sugar. 
 
Okay, so let's look at a second example of a breakfast. Let's look at 
coffee with grass-fed butter, and two hard boiled eggs. So here, you 
have caffeine in the coffee paired with a healthy fat in the grass-fed 
butter. Plus, you have a healthy fat and protein in the two hard boiled 
eggs. For those of you who are like, “Butter and coffee? That’s 
disgusting.” There is a resource you have in your Member’s Area called 
the “How-to Coffee Guide” I think it might actually be in Video 5 of this 
week’s lesson. And it talks about there is a guy named Dave Aspry who 
has a company called “Bulletproof” And he has a 
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“Bulletproof Coffee” And he touts the benefits of having coffee with 
grass-fed butter, and actually you sort of blend it together, it kind of 
gets frothy like a latte—he also adds some medium chained fatty acids 
some oil to that coffee and it’s actually quite delicious.  And I don’t love 
coffee, but it’s pretty darn good. 
 
So, what you have here is you have the healthy fat in the butter which is 
going to slow the absorption of the caffeine, and then you have the 
protein and the healthy fat in the hardboiled eggs, that are going to 
slow the absorption of the caffeine. So, it’s likely that even though you 
are likely going to get some kind of blood sugar burst from the caffeine, 
that fat and protein will slow the absorption, and you’ll be more 
stabilized and energized than you will be on a roller coaster. And if you 
wanted to add more fiber to this meal, you could easily add like, a small 
sweet potato, some sautéed greens, or like a brown rice and veggie 
salad, maybe leftovers from last night’s dinner. 
 
Okay, so let's look at another example of lunch. So, you could have 
lunch where you have a Diet Coke and a green salad, or, you can have a 
lunch where you have a Diet Coke, and beef, bean, and kale chili. So let's 
break these two options down. So the Diet Coke and a green salad—you 
will see chronic dieters having lunches like this. And then you’ll see 
them uncontrollably binge eating around three, four, or five in the 
afternoon. Why is that? It’s not because they have a binge eating 
problem, it’s because the Diet Coke, the caffeine in the Diet Coke, and 
the artificial sweeteners trigger the blood sugar roller coaster, and the 
salad that this person is eating has no protein, very little fiber and 
probably not much fat if any. So there is nothing in the salad that slows 
down the absorption of the caffeine and the artificial sweeteners. So 
your client goes roaring off on a blood sugar roller coaster, your client is 
going to be starving in the afternoon, you’re going to have a serious 
blood sugar crash, and that’s what causes the binge. Meaning that 
sometimes, your client who comes to you and says, “I have a binge 
eating problem,” doesn’t have a binge eating problem. 
  
She has an “I'm not eating enough protein and fat problem!” because 
she thinks that protein and fat are going to make her fat, when actually 
the Diet Coke and a green salad are what are making her—what’s given 
her a weight problem. 
 
So, let's look at the other meal option, a Diet Coke, plus beef, bean, and 
kale chili.  So in the beef, bean and kale chili, you have healthy protein, 
you have fat, and you have fiber.  And all of that slows down the blood 
sugar roller coaster effect of the Diet Coke.  Now here is the thing, I’m 
not suggesting that you all go out and drink a Diet Coke for lunch—but 
what I’m saying is, that we have to meet our clients where they are.  
And a lot of our clients are really addicted to Diet Coke and sodas.  And 
we don’t want to make them wrong and bad, we want them to we want 
them to be able to let the Diet Coke and the sodas naturally fall away. 
And for some clients this is going to be easier, and for some clients it’s 
going to be harder. 
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Let me tell you for me, I used to drink two two-liters of Diet Coke a day! 
This is like, a hardcore addiction, that even up until maybe two years 
ago I would still want to sneak a Diet Coke here and there, and I did.  
And I’m like, “I know better!  I’m a health coach,” and I know that 
artificial sweeteners are said to be neuro-toxins and they actually 
increase weight, but an addiction is an addiction. And so where you 
want to be with clients who are drinking Diet Coke, when you’re first 
starting to work with them, is one step at a time.  Have them focus on 
high quality foods first, and let the Diet Coke naturally fall away.  Or, let 
the client come to you and say, “I really want to quit this.  Help me!”  So, 
when your client comes to you, and you see that she’s having a Diet 
Coke and a green salad for lunch, you’re going to say, “Okay great, so 
this next week for lunch here is what I’d love you to focus on, adding 
protein, a high quality protein and a high quality fat, and fiber to every 
meal at lunch. So here are some ideas…” You can help your client see 
like, how does she do that.  You can add chicken to the salad, you can 
add chickpeas, avocados, you can have beef, bean and kale chili, you’ll 
help your client figure out, “Oh, what are all the ways that I can add 
protein, fat, and fiber?” 
  
So let's look at one more example for dinner.  Let's say your client 
comes 
to you and they’re having wine with pasta and tomato sauce or they are 
having wine with pasta and organic cheese, mushrooms, kale and 
tempeh. So, if we were to break these down, what we have in the first 
option, the wine of course has sugar, and alcohol, and the pasta with 
tomato sauce, the pasta is, is a simple carb even if it’s cooked al dente, 
that takes a little longer to break down in the system. So basically you 
don’t have any protein, fat, and very little fiber to slow down the effects 
of the alcohol or the absorption of the sugar. So that meal is going to 
take you on the blood sugar roller coaster, and it’s going to do it at 
night which really stinks. Now, if you were to help your client adjust this 
meal, so she says to you, “I love wine and pasta! I don’t want to give up 
wine and pasta!” “Okay, great. So here is what I’m going to ask you to 
do. 
 
I’m going to ask you to add organic cheese,” –if your client can handle 
dairy, maybe they can have goat cheese or sheep’s milk cheese, or 
maybe they can't have cheese at all, it just depends on what your client 
can handle, “I’m also going to ask you to add mushrooms, and kale and 
let's say for example, tempeh, it’s a fermented soy product, if your client 
doesn’t like that, you’re just basically looking for some kind of protein to 
add. So maybe you add chicken, or fish, or shrimp, or some kind of 
protein to the pasta. So, your client still has a beautiful glass of wine, 
still has the pasta she loves, but now, there is healthy fat, and there is 
healthy protein and healthy fiber that is slowing down the absorption of 
the sugar and the alcohol, and is filling your client up, and really, is 
probably a lot more satisfying, so she’s going to be happy with a lot less 
than she otherwise would have. 
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So, notice that these examples all show that you don’t have to not eat 
your favorite foods.  You just have to find the highest quality version of 
them, and then combine them in a way that creates stable blood sugar. 
So again, you’re just looking for the highest quality version, and that 
you’re looking to combine the foods in a way that balances blood sugar, 
which means that you have protein, fat, and fiber in a meal—especially 
when you’re drinking caffeine, or having sugar, and that would include 
booze. 
  
So now that you understand this theory behind using protein, fat and 
fiber to keep your blood sugar stable, here is a really handy cheat sheet 
visual for you and your clients to make sure that you’re having a 
stabilized, energized meal, instead of a roller coaster meal.  It’s called, 
“The Magic Plate” and it’s really just an easy to remember visual that 
helps your client balance protein, fats, fiber, and complex carbs for 
balanced blood sugar.  So, here is a picture of it, this is a handout in 
your Member’s Area in this video and you’ll see that at a glance, there is 
in the top right hand corner, a third of your plate is a high-quality 
protein, and that could be animal or plant, and on the top left of the 
plate is one third green vegetables, the bottom third is some kind of 
nutrient dense starchy vegetable or grain, and then in the center, there 
is 1-3 tablespoons of a high quality fat.  The thing that’s interesting 
about this meal—let's talk about first the keys to success with this, and 
this is on your handout as well. 
 
The first key to success is flexibility.  And allowing this template to shift 
according to body wisdom, so for example, you may have a client who 
has 1/3 of her plate with beans and rice and feels completely sick and 
can't stand it.  Well, you’re not going to force her to eat beans and rice, 
because it says that on the plate—you just say to her, “Okay, no 
problem” how about you take that off, add a little more protein, add 
more green vegetables, and add more fats and see how you feel and 
how your digestion is.”  So the key to success with this plate is being 
flexible.  Letting it change according to what’s working and what’s not 
working for your client.  Remember that this plate is not dogma like 
diets are not dogma.  And it’s not something to be adhered to or else.  
It’s simply a visual queue, a visual guideline to help people understand 
how to create a plate of food for themselves that’s really healthy. 
 
The second key to success in this plate is if you’re eating animal protein, 
as 1/3 of your plate, you can either say 1/3 of your plate or you can 
measure the animal protein using the palm of your hand.  It’s a very 
simple measurement, that the cut of the protein should be about the 
size of the palm of your hand—which, let me tell you when you’re at a 
restaurant, that’s a lot smaller than what you actually get! 
  
Now, the third key to success is eat until satisfied, this is something 
we’re going to talk a lot about in our next lesson about how to eat. And 
one of the keys about how to eat is taking your time so that you’re 
eating until you’re only 80% full. You don’t want to eat until you are 
100% full, it’s actually kind of uncomfortable. You want to eat until you 
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are 80% full and you have energy, you feel more energized than you did 
before the meal instead of less energized. 
 
So what you're going to find, is when you help your clients create plates 
like this for themselves, and they are eating slowly, and they’re enjoying, 
and they’re eating until they’re 80% full, they’re going to be delighted, 
like, “Oh my god, I just had a delicious meal, that tasted amazing, and 
feels luxurious, and almost decadent, and I’m totally satisfied and I’m 
not dieting, and I’m losing weight.  Oh my god!”  It will be shocking for 
people.  It’s really, really, really amazing. 
 
So, here is a couple more tips for using the Magic Plate with your 
clients. You want to help your clients focus on magic plate meals, and 
encourage them to add the highest quality food and beverage at every 
meal and snack. So you’re helping them with the combination of 
protein, fat, and fiber in the magic plate, and then you’re asking them to 
add the highest quality food and beverages possible. 
 
Now, when you do this, you will end up watching for your clients, if you 
consistently help them focus in this way, you’ll watch soda, caffeine, 
alcohol and sugar, and processed foods almost magically fall away. Now 
for some people that’s much more pronounced than others—I had a 
terrible binge-eating disorder and a terrible sugar addiction, I mean this, 
it did not happen overnight, that sugar just fell away, it sort of went 
kicking and screaming. So it’s not necessarily true for every client, but 
what you’ll notice is for most clients, this is shocking how this happens 
and how simple it can be. And this is how you can get your clients to 
eat more and not less to balance blood sugar, get healthy, lose weight, 
gain energy, they won't have cravings. It’s called “The Magic Plate” 
because it’s really magical, it’s a magical solution for your clients. 
  
Also, you really want to notice, for your clients how it feels to focus on 
all the amazing foods that you want to eat and get to eat.  Now, so 
many diets it’s about don’t eat this, don’t eat that, avoid this, and avoid 
that. And focusing on all the amazing food you get to eat is a very 
different framework than telling yourself and your clients, “Don’t eat 
blank, because blank is bad!”  because not only is that shaming, and 
making the client wrong, because believe me, the client is shaming 
themselves plenty, they don’t need us to do it too, but also, we always 
want most what we totally can't have.  Always.  Period.  End of story.  
So when we don’t tell our clients, “You can't have X!”  It gets to be their 
idea to let it go.  So, when you or your client are about to eat a meal, 
you can have your clients ask like, “Is this magic?  Am I about to sit 
down and my dinner is a bowl of cereal, is this a magic meal?  And if it 
isn’t, how can I make it magic?”  Even if I’m having a bowl of cereal for 
dinner, maybe I have a smaller bowl of cereal, I add two chicken 
breakfast sausages and just like, a little green salad left over from lunch.  
And then I put some olive oil and avocado on the green salad.  Or 
maybe I add some full-fat organic whole milk to the cereal.  And all of a 
sudden, you actually have like, a magic meal that’s really fulfilling.  Your 
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client didn’t have to do much to prepare it, but they’re really going to 
feel satisfied afterwards. 
 
Okay, so recap.  In this section you discovered why counting chemicals 
trumps counting calories.  How to identify high quality foods by using 
frameworks like Farmer Jane’s food spectrum. How to read food labels 
and the three steps to identifying high quality foods in the grocery 
store. You discovered that when you eat more high quality food, low 
quality food magically and naturally begins to fall away.  You 
discovered that protein, fat, and fiber combined together to stabilize 
blood sugar.  And you discovered something called, “The Magic Plate”, 
which is a simple visual that is also flexible depending on body wisdom 
that helps you create high quality, stabilizing and energizing meals and 
snacks.  So lots of cool stuff in this lesson. 
 
Plus, we have some done for you materials that are tools you can use 
for yourself and your clients.  We have a “Magic Snacks cheat sheet” so 
this is a cheat sheet of a bunch of different snack ideas that combine 
protein, fat and fiber.  And the snacks also—it comes with a grocery list, 
so if your client wants to make sure that they have snacks at home and 
at work, you can just hand them this grocery list and snacks cheat sheet 
and they’re going to be all set. 
 
You also have, in case you have clients who are interested in going 
gluten free, we made a little cheat sheet, or guide for your clients so 
you can help them do so.  Some people will want to, some people won't, 
but you’ll have the materials there in case they do.  And same if your 
client wants to go dairy free—you know, I’ve been gluten and dairy free 
for so many years that it’s like, second nature to me.  But we can forget 
how scary and challenging, and difficult it seems to many people who 
are doing that for the first time.  So we want to have resources available 
for them. 
 
We also have “How to Indulge Your Sweet Tooth: High Quality Style” 
because you know, the truth is that we’re all going to want sweet foods, 
we’re all going to want desserts. So using the Farmer Jane spectrum, 
the idea is, well, what is the highest quality dessert? How can I have a 
delicious high quality dessert that has some nutrient value? And that’s 
what this this handout has. It has a list of alternative sweeteners, and it 
has a bunch of dessert recipes that you and your clients will really enjoy 
that are simple to prepare and have very high-quality ingredients. 
 
We also have a “How to Read Food Labels” cheat sheet, so if this is 
something you may find helpful for yourself, it talks a lot about different 
kinds of well, how to read a label, but also the different kinds of 
delineations of foods like, what is grass fed?  What is certified organic? 
What does it mean if a food is labeled “natural”?  What does it mean if 
it’s labeled “No hormones” and all of that?  So there is a cheat sheet 
there for you and your clients if you’d like to give it to them. 
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And also there is a cheat sheet on how to locate non-GMO foods. So we 
have a lot of materials in this section for you that you’ll get to go 
through for yourself, and give to your clients if it’s appropriate. 
Remember, we’re not looking to flood our clients with information and 
handouts to make us look smart. We’re looking to curate the right 
information for our clients that is really going to be useful for them. 
 
Okay, you are doing great!  We covered a lot today, and you are taking 
it in like a champ!  So before you move onto the next video, leave us a 
comment, let us know which done for you materials are you most 
excited about from this lesson? 


